Abstract -This manuscript gives a summary of the contributed video, submitted to IROS 2011, on a new-designed Multiple-Rotor-Flying-Robot experimental platform.
I. INTRODUCTION
UE to the attracting ability of high maneuverability such as hovering and emergency turning, rotor-flying-robot (RFR) has been expected to play important role in more and more applications. Meanwhile, it has been reached a common view that multiple-robot-system (MRS) is much more effective than single robot system through good cooperation and coordination. Thus, MRS, especially multiple RFRs (MRFR), have been paid more attentions to in recent years.
Unfortunately, compared to the development of theoretical researches, experimental studies have gradually been one of the most important bottlenecks during researches on MRFR. This is mainly due to the high dangerousness and large money-and time-consuming for doing experiments in real MRFR testbed. Thus, a new MRFR platform, designed at State Laboratory of Robotics, Shenyang Institute of Automation, are introduced in this vedio/summary followed by some original experimental demonstrations.
II. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE STRUCTURE
A. Basic Structure mainly composed of a main vertical axis, three passive arms and three real electric RFRs fixed at the end of each arm. Each arm has three rotational joints called vertical, horizon and yaw, respectively, wherein horizon and yaw joint can both rotate continuously without any limitations, and vertical joint is constrained between -15° and 15°, angle of arm and horizontal. In addition, regulable weights are designed for balancing the additional weight of RFR, such as, controller and sensors.
B. Hardware Components
Except for the main body and three RFRs, the MRFR platform is composed of three extra sub-systems as Fig. 2 : sensor system, flight control system (FCS) and ground control system (GCS). Fig.2 ): encoder (measure position of RFR, middle) and two photoelectric switches (obtain horizontal reference position and rotor speed, left and right in Fig.2, respectively) . b) FCS: FCS for each RFR is implemented by a TI 2000 series DSP with 150MHz operating frequency, which has adequate computing ability to realize autonomous control algorithms. c) GCS: A personal computer is used as a GCS. An RS485 communication card is used to communicate with three FCSes.
C. Software System
Two software systems are developed, one is for GCS, another is for FCS. Function of FCS' software is to realize the flight control of each RFR, while GCS software system, which is programmed using Visual C++ 6.0, can be used to regulate control parameter, input desired formation, and 
D. Advantages of Platform
The originally designed platform is advantageous in the following several aspects:
a) It can be used to test algorithms for both cooperation of MRFR and autonomous control of single RFR. b) Real electrical RFR systems are used so that the dynamic characteristics, especially the original aerodynamics, are simulated to the greatest extent, thereby improving the usability of the experimental results in the actual system. c) This device supports the unique vertical formation test of MRFR with high security, which benefits the study of the feasibility as well as the interplay between different RFR systems at a vertical formation.
d) Each arm is disposed with a balance weight, which reduces the load of the RFR system and can support the much more tests compared to a real small electrical RFR systems.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATIONS

A. Formation Control
In order to present the feasibility and validity of testing coordination/cooperation algorithm using the new developed testbed, we will list some formation control experimental results in this sub-section. Here we use a often-referred-to leader-follower formation control structure and linear formation control algorithm using relative kinematics [1] . In our experiment, only the horizon relative position controllers are designed to present a simply formation problem. Taking the middle RFR as the leader and the upper and lower RFR as followers, the horizon relative motion can be controlled by the relative kinematics method as follow,
where p v_d and v_d are desired relative horizon position and velocity; p r =p l -p f is the measured relative horizon position; p l and p f are the measured horizon position of leader and follower RFR; and l is the measured horizon velocity of leader RFR. k r is the linear control parameter to be designed for follower RFR. Formation procedure, as shown in Fig.13 , is divided into five processes where the desired states, leader velocity ( l_d ) and follower relative position (p r1_d and p r2_d ), are represented as follow. 
